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COVID-19: Technologies to 
help with social distancing 

Eleven technologies to help with social 
distancing at stores 
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Food and grocery retailers around the world 
have reacted quickly to help inform customers 
and staff about new advice on social distancing 
by introducing signage in-store.
Execution has been as simple as having staff 
counting customers in and out of stores, along 
with using taped lines, crosses or circles on 
shop floors showing shoppers where to stand to 
keep the appropriate distance from staff and 
other customers. 
Social distancing guidelines are likely to be in 
place for some time, so we expect to see in-
store communications around this become the 
norm for large and small stores in many 
countries during the pandemic.
More recently, we have started to see 
technology being used to help monitor the 
amount of customers entering stores to help 
ensure social distancing measures are 
achieved in-store. 
In this report we showcase technologies that we 
have spotted since the outbreak of COVID-19 to 
help customers and stores with social 
distancing. 
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Technologies to 
help with social 
distancing 

Aldi Italia

Fresh The Good Food Market, Ireland

FairPrice, Singapore Sam’s Gala, Ireland

Toby Pickard, Head of Insight – Innovation and Futures
Toby heads up IGD’s insights on 
innovations and futures, and the impact 
they could have on retailers, suppliers 
and shoppers.
He regularly works with leading retailers 
and manufacturers to create content and 
insights focusing on the future of retail.

Toby.Pickard@igd.com@TobyPickard_IGD  linkedin.com/in/tobypickard
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Social distancing 
technologies being 
implemented 
around the world 
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We continuously spot innovations from around the world that relate to the 
food and grocery industry. 

The examples we showcase in this report highlight how the food and CPG 
industry is continuing to innovate, and specifically evolve to make shopping 
safer by helping shoppers with social distancing.
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Lidl Ireland:  
Chatbot says the 
quietest time to 
shop

© IGD 2020 Source: IGD Research, Lidl Ireland 

About the innovation
Lidl Ireland launched a WhatsApp chatbot to 
help people identify the quietest times to shop.
How it works
• Shoppers log on to the WhatsApp chatbot 

through the link provided on Lidl Ireland 
Twitter

• The chatbot greets the user and asks what 
day and time they would like to shop

• It follows this by highlighting social distancing 
guidelines

• Shoppers enter the day and time they wish to 
go into store

• The chatbot responds by showing whether 
this is a quiet, average or busy time to shop

Implications
This service will help regulate the number of 
shoppers going to stores at the same time, 
helping to reduce queuing times, and make 
practicing social distancing easier. By giving 
shoppers more information Lidl Ireland is making 
the experience more positive for shoppers, and 
the store teams. Answering queries

Social media activation

Spotted: w/c 11 May
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Italy: app 
indicates queue 
times at stores

© IGD 2020 Source: IGD Research, LSA, Google, Today.it, https://filaindiana.it/                            Images: LSA, Google, https://filaindiana.it/ 

About the innovation
Students from the Polytechnic of Milan have 
created an app that indicates in real time the 
length of queues at food stores. 
The app aims to reduce people gathering 
outside stores, by indicating the average 
waiting time, helping customers to find the 
least congested stores.
How it works
Each person in a queue indicates the number 
of individuals waiting in line, and the expected 
waiting time. By cross-checking all available 
data and using an algorithm the app creates a 
reliable time estimate of the queue in real time. 
By browsing the map, users can decide to go 
to stores with the shortest queue time.
Implications
The app has the potential to encourage 
shoppers to go to stores they may not usually 
visit, specifically smaller stores. If these stores 
have shorter queue times, they offer retailers 
the opportunity to gain new shoppers.

Spotted: w/c 6 April
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Aldi Suisse: 
automated 
traffic light 
queuing system
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About the innovation
Aldi Suisse added electronic crowd 
monitoring systems at 110 of its busiest 
stores at the beginning of April.  
How it works
The crowd monitor system is located at 
stores’ entrances and exits. It automatically 
counts the number of shoppers entering and 
leaving. 
It acts as a traffic light: the green light turns 
red when the maximum capacity of 100 has 
been reached.
A message displayed on screen asks 
shoppers to wait before entering. As soon as 
a shopper leaves the store the light turns 
green again.
Implications
The solution enables Aldi to comply with the 
federal law in terms of social distancing 
during the pandemic, while enabling staff to 
solely focus on maintaining stores’ product 
availability and display. 

Source: IGD Research, Aldi Suisse

Spotted: w/c 6 April
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Aldi: automated 
traffic light 
queuing system 
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About the innovation
At the end of May, Aldi announced it would  
implement an automated traffic light system at 
the entrances to its stores in the United 
Kingdom. The retailer will be rolling out the 
system nationwide, following on from its 
successful trial. 
How it works
• Traffic lights will signal when customers can 

enter stores based on individual store 
customer limits 

• This will be in line with two-metre social 
distancing rules

• NHS and blue light worker priority access 
remains in place. These workers are 
encouraged to go to the front of the queue 
and other customers will be asked to continue 
to respect this

Implications
This is a very efficient way of ensuring shoppers 
know when it is safe to enter stores, without 
requiring a store team member to monitor 
shopper numbers. The clear communication 
makes the shopping experience more positive 
for shoppers, and the store teams. 

Source: IGD Research and photo Aldi Citypress

Spotted: w/c 25 May
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Tesco Ireland: 
automated traffic 
light queuing 
system

© IGD 2020 Page 8

About the innovation
Tesco Ireland has announced plans for a 
technology-based customer number and queue 
management system.
How it works
Following a trial at its Greystones store, the 
company will now introduce the monitor-based 
3D imaging system which counts customer 
numbers entering and exiting stores. 
When the number of people in store reaches its 
set capacity, a visual red sign informs the 
customer to wait until someone leaves and the 
screen turns green to allow the permit customer 
entry. At busier times, or at set hours dedicated 
to the elderly and key workers, the personal 
manning of store entry and exit points will 
continue.
Implications
The new screen technology will roll out across 
the majority of Tesco’s stores starting with its 60 
largest Superstore and Extra outlets in the 
coming weeks, with a tailored version for its 
Express stores in due course. 

Source: IGD Research, Tesco Ireland Image: Tesco Ireland Twitter

Spotted: w/c 25 May



Coop: digital 
queuing 
system

© IGD 2020 Source: IGD Research Image: e-coop, codacasa lombardia

About the innovation
Coop Liguria has started a digital booking 
service to help protect shoppers and staff, 
by reducing the queues forming at stores’ 
entrances, due to limiting shopper 
numbers in the store. 
The service, called “CoD@Casa”, allows 
shoppers to select when they will visit the 
hypermarket, to help ensure social 
distancing.
CoD@Casa is based on the Salesforce 
platform, residing in the cloud, and is 
offered by Sopra Steria to Italian retailers 
free of charge for two months. 
How it works
The digital solution enables shoppers to 
book (online or over the phone) an entry 
slot at a store.
After choosing an available time, 
shoppers receive e-mail confirmation with 
a booking number they must present 
before entering.

Slots are available every half hour. 
Access information can be customised
at the discretion of the store manager, 
such as the number of people able to 
enter at a given time, or allocating a 
limited time slot for a particular type of 
customer, such as over 65s, health 
professionals, etc.
Implications
Coop Liguria conducted its first test of 
the system at the end of March in the 
Ipercoop L'Aquilone in Genoa, with the 
software later extended to the Il 
Gabbiano store in Savona. 
If it receives positive feedback, it plans 
to extend the solution to all its 
hypermarkets.

Spotted: w/c 13 April
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New Seasons 
Market: digital 
queueing 
system 
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About the response
New Seasons Market has partnered with 
Waitwhile, a digital queueing company to 
introduce virtual queuing at its stores.
How it works
This was introduced to support social-
distancing, as the retailer sought to limit the 
number of shoppers in its stores at any one 
time. 
The technology platform requires customers 
to register when they arrive. They are sent a 
notification when it is time to enter, enabling 
them to wait away from the store entrance or 
in their car.
Implications
Similar technology has been used at 
restaurants for several years where there is 
limited capacity. Typically, grocery stores 
have not faced a capacity issue. We expect 
to see technologies used more widely to 
support social-distancing in the future as 
companies re-shape their contingency plans 
in response to the current crisis. 

Source: IGD Research, New Seasons Market 

Spotted: w/c 30 March
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Asda: digital queuing 
system  

© IGD 2020                        IGD Research, Asda, Sky News, Charged Retail 

About the innovation
Asda is trialling a “virtual queuing” system that means shoppers do 
not have to queue up outside its store due to social distancing 
measures during the coronavirus pandemic.
The virtual queuing system is being trialled at its store in Middleton, 
near Leeds.
How it works
The new virtual system, the first of its kind in the UK, allows users to 
book a place and log into a virtual queue with their phones.
This enables customers to wait in their cars in the virtual queue 
before entering the store.
Implications
This system will make shopping much more convenient for shoppers, 
as they will know when they are able to enter the stores. 
It will also help reassure shoppers if they are concerned about social 
distancing and queueing outside. Asda has said that two thirds of its 
customers are still concerned around safety in supermarkets.
This trial highlights Asda’s investment in longer-term social distancing 
measures. Chief executive Roger Burnley has said: “social distancing 
measures will still last for the rest of the year.”

Spotted: w/c 11 May
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Kroger: 
QueVision to 
monitor store 
capacity 
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About the response
Kroger is using its existing QueVision queue 
management technology to monitor customer 
traffic and enable proper in-store physical 
distancing. 
How it works
The retailer has placed a limit on the number 
of customers in each store to 50% of the 
international building code’s capacity.
It will use its existing QueVision technology, 
which provides a count of customers entering 
and exiting stores, to monitor the number of 
customers per square foot.
Implications
By using a tech-based solution, it frees up 
employees who would have been assigned 
to manually control customer flow. With a 
shortage of in-store labour, this is critical. 
With the infrastructure remaining in place 
post-COVID-19, the retailer can respond 
quickly to situations in the future where 
physical distancing may be required.  

Source: IGD Research, Kroger

Spotted: w/c 6 April
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Lotte Department 
Store: shop-alone

© IGD 2020                        IGD Research, Korea Bizwire, Haps Korea Magazine, Inside Retail Asia                        Image:  Lotte Department Store

About the innovation
Lotte Department Store, one of South Korea’s 
major department-store chain operators, will 
introduce a do-not-disturb shopping service it 
dubs ‘shop-alone’.
How it works
Customers will be able to shop alone without 
any offer of assistance from staff if they carry a 
‘shop-alone’ sticker or bag ring available near 
stores’ information desks or escalators.
The initiative will be tested at Lotte Department 
Store’s flagship Young Plaza, and the 
company’s Jamsil branch.
Implications
This initiative appeases shoppers who either 
don’t want to be disturbed and/or have 
concerns about social distancing due to 
COVID-19.
It also helps the retailer as it can gain 
efficiencies by better distributing the attention 
of its store staff based on shopper preferences 
to be helped or to leave shoppers alone.

Spotted: w/c 25 May
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Edeka: robot 
encourages 
social distancing

© IGD 2020 Source: IGD Research, Edeka, SoftBank Robotics Image: YouTube

About the innovation
Edeka has installed a humanoid robot called 
Pepper in one of its supermarkets in Lindlar to 
encourage customers to keep a safe distance 
from each other to try to help prevent the 
spread of Coronavirus (Covid-19).
How it works
According to SoftBank Robotics, the robot’s 
manufacturers it ‘is the world’s first social 
humanoid robot able to recognize faces and 
basic human emotions. Pepper was optimized 
for human interaction and is able to engage 
with people through conversation and its 
screen.’
Implications
The robot helps free-up store staff, and the 
store owners ‘hope was that it would take some 
of the tension out of the situation. 
Customers are stressed because no one knows 
what's coming next and we managed to create 
a totally different atmosphere in the checkout 
area which takes off a lot of pressure. People 
smile about this robot and they tend not to be 
too upset if they can't buy a particular item.’

Spotted: w/c 6 April
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Technology will inevitably have a role to play 
in ensuring stores are safe places for 
shoppers and store staff.  
A number of the technologies we have 
highlighted require minimal financial 
investment in hardware, so they can be 
activated relatively inexpensively and 
quickly. They should also be easy to upgrade 
and evolve.  
Smart retailers will be looking for existing 
solutions from outside the Consumer 
Packaged Goods industry. For example, the 
hospitality industry has used crowd control, 
virtual ticketing and virtual alerts with 
consumers for years. 
Investing in new processes and getting staff 
and shoppers used to these processes can 
take time and money. 
To help businesses consider the best options 
for them, we have listed four considerations 
for any company thinking about how 
technology could help their operations. 

So what… 
considerations

© IGD 2020 Page 15

Technology will be a key enabler to ensure retailers create a safe 
shopping experience for customers, while ensuring store staff are 
working in a safe environment. Is now the right time to be testing 
some of the new solutions which are emerging in this area? 

Technology offers a viable alternative to reduce the number of staff 
in a store. For example, using a traffic light system like Aldi’s 
means that retailers do not need to have a member of staff 
counting customers in and out of stores, so staff can perform more 
value adding activities. Are you maximising staff efficiencies? 

Virtual queueing solutions not only help shoppers ensure they 
don’t have to queue outside stores, but these systems can help 
retailers better manage and anticipate peak trading times to 
ensure the shop floor is staffed accordingly, and shelves are 
replenished. Do virtual queuing systems enable you to 
understand your customers better and potentially build loyalty? 

Successful retailers will introduce technologies that have a low 
capital investment and are easy to update. Best-in-class retailers 
will want to show they are leading the market with store safety 
measures. We expect to see numerous retailers partnering with 
third party technology providers to ensure they can implement new 
technologies quickly. Are your internal teams identifying partners 
that could make your operations more efficient?  

Technology can 
support safe 
stores

Emerging 
technologies can 
also support 
productivity 
efforts 

Regulating flow 

Low investment 
and 
partnerships 

IGD Research
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Four Forces of 
Change: 

STARgazing 
This report focuses on IGD’s key macrotrend 
of ‘Transformative Technology’ from IGD’s 
‘Four Forces of Change’ model. 
The report showcases the top 
‘Transformative Technology’ case studies 
that we have spotted to help with social 
distancing at stores.
With so much disruption and uncertainty 
taking place around the world it is 
understandable that businesses are focused 
on the next quarter or at most the next few 
years. 
Nevertheless, we believe that success will be 
achieved through thought leadership which 
comes from being visionary, and to be truly 
visionary you need to think longer-term, and 
look to the future. IGD’s ‘Four Forces of Change’ are the megatrends that are shaping the world 

we live in, and specifically the food and grocery industry. Within each 
megatrend there are numerous trends that build up to the overall megatrend. 
For the purposes of this report, we have highlighted the trends that link to the 
Transformative Technology megatrend. *Download this slide to access 
hyperlinks.

*Four Forces of Change: STARgazing* 

*Download slide to access hyperlinks Page 16

https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer?t=four-forces-of-change&i=2158
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer?t=four-forces-of-change&i=2158
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer?t=four-forces-of-change&i=2158


More insights 
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To view links download slide

Global retail trends 2020 COVID-19: Technologies to 
help with decontamination 

*SEE REPORT*SEE REPORT

Technology trends in 2020

*SEE REPORT

Source: IGD Research Page 17*Download slide to access hyperlinks

We are spotting thousands of innovations from the food and CPG 
industry each year from around the world. To help businesses stay up-

to-date we present the ones to watch. 
See all our innovation case studies in our innovation tracker here*.

Innovation tracker 

https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer/t/covid-19-technologies-to-help-with-decontamination/i/9786
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer/t/global-retail-trends-2020/i/9261
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/presentation-viewer/t/technology-trends-in-2020/i/9332
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/innovation-tracker
https://retailanalysis.igd.com/trends/innovation-tracker
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